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THE TRUTH ABOUT
PROPANE VS. ELECTRICITY

PROPANE POWERS YOUR
OUTDOOR FUN

Electrification advocates claim that
electricity is the only sustainable
energy solution. But the truth
is, propane-heated homes
are generally more energyefficient, with a small overall
carbon footprint.

Warm weather is right around the corner, and nothing
enhances a day of outdoor fun like a propane-powered
appliance. Try these helpful tips this spring.
Start your Iowa summer early by firing up a freestanding
or wall-mounted outdoor propane heater. They work
even if the power goes out!
Add sizzle to that picnic with a propane gas grill.
Whether you grill on a portable model or a three-burner
goliath, your burgers and hot dogs will be evenly cooked
with no starter fluid taste.

1. Today, 63% of electricity
comes from burning fossil
fuels like coal and natural gas,
and electricity production releases
the second-largest share of emissions.
2. Propane is one of the cleanest energy sources,
producing 43% fewer emissions than the equivalent
amount of grid-generated electricity.
3. Electric-heated homes are often inefficient. It requires
27 kilowatt-hours of electricity to produce the same
amount of energy as a single gallon of propane.
4. Full electrification will badly overburden the power
grid, increasing the risk of prolonged blackouts.
5. Converting a home to electricity is extremely
expensive, a burden on Iowa homeowners.
The simple truth is that propane is a more sustainable,
affordable and efficient energy solution than electricity for
Iowa homeowners.

Take a dip in the pool. A propane pool heater will ensure
the perfect water temperature any
time of year.
Light a fire when the sun sets.
A propane fire pit creates a
cozy, no-mess ambiance.
Plus, many models can
be controlled from your
smartphone.
Illuminate your yard with
propane-powered outdoor
lights. They are an affordable,
pleasing way to light up the night.
You can go to PropaneIowa.com to find out more.

SERIOUS SAVINGS WITH PROPANE APPLIANCE REBATES
Whether you’re looking to upgrade your home’s water heater or replace a past-its-prime furnace, now
is a fantastic time to buy a propane appliance. Iowa homeowners can take advantage of propane
rebates and save hundreds of dollars. These 2022 rebates are available today!*
FIRE-ALT Tankless water heater: $300
FIRE-ALT Furnace: $250
FIRE-ALT Boiler: $250
FIRE-ALT Tank-style water heater: $200

ADDED SAVINGS: If you install a qualifying
Rinnai propane product, you can save up to
$100 more. Visit PropaneIowa.com to learn more.
*Water heater must have a Uniform Energy Factor of 0.67% or higher. Furnace
must have an Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) rating of 95% or higher.
Boilers must have an AFUE rating of 85% or higher.

IOWA SCHOOLS
GO ALL IN WITH
PROPANE AUTOGAS
Buses are vital to Iowa’s school system, but
diesel-fueled buses aren’t always great for the
environment or the state budget. It’s no surprise,
then, that school districts throughout Iowa are
purchasing propane autogas buses. This switch is a
breath of fresh air for Iowa students — literally.
A study by West Virginia University’s Center
for Alternative Fuels, Engines and Emissions
determined that propane autogas can significantly
decrease toxic nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions.*
NOx exposure has adverse respiratory effects, from
asthma to bronchitis. Unfortunately, diesel buses
are the primary source of NOx.** Iowa schools’
transition to cleaner-burning propane autogas
makes a big difference in children’s well-being.
There are fiscal benefits to embracing propane
autogas over pricier diesel. School districts can
expect fuel and maintenance savings of $3,000
to $5,000 per vehicle. According to Propane
Education and Research Council estimates, if every
diesel school bus in the United States converted to
propane autogas, the resulting savings could cover
23,000 new teachers’ salaries.
It’s not surprising that Iowa schools are all in on
such an intelligent initiative. Autogas buses are
great for students, taxpayers and the planet!
*Source: https://cdn.propane.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/
WVU-School-Bus-Emissions-Final-Report-June-2019.pdf.
**Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Win

A PROPANE
GRILL!

Read the articles in this newsletter and then go
to PropaneIowa.com/contest and answer
the three questions correctly. If you do,
we’ll enter you into a drawing to win a
new Phoenix propane grill,
valued at $900.
No purchase necessary. A purchase will not improve chance of winning.
Employees of IPGA, its affiliates, agencies or vendors may not enter.
Contest is open to Iowa property owners. One entry per household.
Drawing will take place on or around 6/30/22. Winner agrees to have
name published in next issue.

Congratulations to ANDREA G. of

FOREST CITY, IA. From our last contest, Andrea
received 400 gallons of propane — FREE!

STAY SAFE AT THE GRILL
There’s nothing like firing up the grill on a sunny afternoon.
However, it’s important to review some propane cylinder safety
tips before cooking.
Don’t store propane cylinders in enclosed locations.
This includes basements, garages, sheds or tents.
Keep cylinders out of extreme heat (120 degrees or
higher) and away from heating sources like stoves and
furnaces. Although liquid propane is nonflammable,
heat can cause pressure buildup. Flash fires or explosions
can result.
Never smoke or handle flame or spark-producing tools
around a propane cylinder.
Never attempt to modify or repair valves, regulators,
or other cylinder or appliance parts. Doing so could
damage the cylinder and cause a gas leak.
BE AWARE: Propane is naturally odorless, but manufacturers add a
scent to alert you of a leak. The smell is sulfurous, like rotten eggs.
If you suspect a leak, shut down the grill and move everyone away
from the area. Then, contact your propane provider or a qualified
service technician for assistance.

